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14 December 2017 

 
Ms Lucy Turnbull Commissioner 
Greater Sydney Commission  
PO Box 257 
Parramatta NSW 2124 
 
 

engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Lucy, 
 

PIA Submission on Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan & Draft District Plans 

 
The Planning Institute of Australia NSW (PIA) appreciates the opportunity to provide input on the Draft 
Greater Sydney Region Plan (GSRP) and the five draft District Plans (DP).  

PIA reaffirms our strong support of the role of the Greater Sydney Commission (GSC) and the evolving 
positive impact of the District Plans and Region Plan. We look forward to an evolving and strengthening 
role for the GSC in shaping key regional land use and infrastructure investment decisions necessary to 
achieve a sustainable structure for our cities and to ensure that the community and business enjoy 
improving living and working conditions as we grow. It is essential that the vision for Greater Sydney is 
owned by the whole of NSW Government as the guiding policy for future settlement and employment 
distribution and supporting infrastructure investment.  

PIA appreciates the GSC re-exhibiting the draft plans. PIA acknowledges the massive effort to plan, 
coordinate and link the transport strategy and infrastructure plan associated with the land use planning. 
Many of the issues raised in our April 2017 submission (Metropolitan Plan amendment and draft DPs) 
have been addressed. In particular, PIA commends the GSC for important initiatives including: a 5-10% 
target for affordable housing provision, the vision for growth of Central and Western Cities, 30-minute 
city, retention of land for urban services, the MRA, the green grid and aspirations for a net zero carbon 
city. 

It is our view that the DPs should include more specific district scale place outcomes and guidance to 
provide context for housing (and centre job growth) targets and to inform further strategic land use and 
infrastructure planning decision making. The DPs should provide further detailed spatial planning 
framework that builds community and industry confidence that growth can be happen alongside 
improved living and working conditions. This will assist councils in maintaining a ‘line of sight’ from 
regional to local plans - by preparing their Local Housing Strategies and Local Strategic Planning 
Statements to achieve these outcomes. 

PIA’s current submission (see Attachment A) focusses on a number of issues which relate to both the 
GSRP and DPs. Our submission is combined but with specific recommendations for revisions to each 
document and strategy / action provided. Further background discussion is available in our 
comprehensive April submission. Both submissions were informed by member feedback through survey 
responses. The current survey results are attached as an appendix. 

PIA would welcome the opportunity to meet with GSC in the new year to present and discuss our 
submission and proposed recommendations for amendment. We have also attached the PIA Young 
Planners Group submission and our submission to TfNSW regarding Future Transport 2056. 

Yours sincerely, 

 
Jenny Rudolph 
President, PIA NSW 

 

cc. Anthony Roberts MP, Minister for Planning 
     Carolyn McNally, Secretary, Dept of Planning and Environment  

mailto:engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
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PIA SUBMISSION 

 

Draft Greater Sydney Region Plan: Our Greater Sydney 2056, A 
metropolis of three cities – connecting people 

& 
Draft District Plans: West, Central, East, North & South 

 

1. GSC equipped to influence infrastructure priorities and to integrate agency (& 

council) achievement of District Plan outcomes 

The strong governance role and mandate of the GSC is pivotal to the quality of City that will be the 
future Sydney. A coordination role by the GSC at the Infrastructure Delivery Committee is useful but 
insufficient while participating infrastructure agencies are not accountable for place based outcomes 
derived from the Region and District Plans. There is a pressing need for governance reform 
(overseen by GSC) to ensure that integrated and properly sequenced land use, transport and other 
infrastructure outcomes are achieved. This requires an evolution of the GSC’s role (with statutory 
authority) to oversee and undertake measures to ensure accountability for monitoring and a response 
by relevant agencies to achieving Region, District or other place priorities (eg a GIC) and by 
Councils.  

The governance role of GSC should have a level of mandate to ensure that State Government 
infrastructure providing agencies coordinate their programs and budgeting with the Greater Sydney 
Metro and District Plans. This can ensure the Plans are achieved. 

1.1. Recommendation: The GSC lead and prepare an integrated, cross government 

implementation strategy to ensure that the delivery of the plans can be monitored and 

there is accountability for plan outcomes among the relevant agencies. (GSRP p31 

Objective 2, a new Action under Strategy 2.1) 

1.2. Recommendation: The prioritisation of infrastructure funding for growth areas should be 

linked to the timing of development and the sequencing of enabling infrastructure. (GSRP 

p31 Objective 2, to replace Strategies 2.1 & 2.2) 

1.3. Recommendation: The GSC together with DPE / DPC prepare options for a Cabinet 

Committee process to reform and strengthen the GSC role in ensuring agency 

infrastructure planning alignment. (GSRP p31 Objective 2, a new Action under Strategy 2.1) 

1.4. Recommendation: Growth Infrastructure Compacts (GIC) as described in GSRP Objective 

2 (eg GPOP) become the norm for integrated infrastructure planning of both growth 

precincts and as a framework for districts as a whole. (GSRP p31 Objective 2, a new Action 

under Strategy 2.1) 

 

2. Plan beyond 2056 for a wider metropolitan conurbation (Sydney – Hunter – 

Illawarra – Southern Highlands – Central West) 

The GSC is urged to establish a process for assessing growth scenarios that address long term 
megatrends and to commence the long term planning necessary to integrate Sydney as part of a 
broader and better networked region.  The work should consider key enabling infrastructure and 
corridor protection for future rail, road and other linear infrastructure. 
 
2.1. Recommendation: GSC to consult on a brief for a growth strategy beyond 2056 addressing 

Sydney’s relationship and links with surrounding regions. (GSRP p84 Objective 17, a new 

Action under Strategy 17.1 & a note added to p73 Strategy 14.2 wrt inter-regional corridors) 

 

3. Ensure sustainable, sufficient and ongoing funding for Green Grid 

PIA strongly supports the planning, environmental and urban design intent of the green grid concept 

and the broader Green Infrastructure Strategy. It is not only important for these reasons, but as a 

demonstration of the Government’s view that urban growth and intensification should be accompanied 

by improved amenity and living conditions. This is especially important for the identity of the Western 
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‘Parkland’ City and South Creek Valley. PIA members surveyed regard funding of the Green Grid as a 

‘compelling’ priority. 

 

The redirection of existing council funds and the re-prioritisation of grants such as the Metropolitan 

Greenspace Program are unlikely to generate more than several million dollars annually. The scale of 

the improvements needed and expected from the Green Grid are equivalent to those addressed by the 

Sydney Regional Development Fund over the last 50 years in acquiring and embellishing major tracts 

of land to improve the amenity of Western Sydney. A comparable scale solution is needed to fund and 

look at an ownership arrangement for the Green Grid. An initial amount to be managed and disbursed 

by GSC (or a Trust) over the next 5 years should be in the order of $100M – and an ongoing dedicated 

funding stream should be secured. Funds should be prioritized based on a strategy (with criteria) for 

the Green Grid concentrating on areas of highest need. 

3.1. Recommendation: GSC to prepare an options paper and submission to Cabinet 

concerning the governance and long term sustainable and sufficient funding of the Green 

Grid. (GSRP p145 Objective 32, a new Action under Strategy 32.1) 

3.2. Recommendation: GSC prepare a strategy (with criteria) to prioritize available funds for 

the Green Grid. (GSRP p145 Objective 32, an addition to Strategy 32.1) 

 

4. Strengthen the Three-City structure – establishing a focus for the Western 

‘Parkland’ City and better connecting the Central ‘River’ City 
 

A failure to support the growth of the Western City and strengthen its links to the economy of the 

region would have serious repercussions - and is a real possibility.  

 

Most PIA members surveyed indicated that the balance of housing growth to 2036 towards the West 

District (25%, 184,500 dwgs) is too high. The Plans need to go further to bolster the chances of 

success of the Western City and the emerging Western Sydney Airport (WSA) aerotropolis - in terms 

of job growth and social sustainability. PIA places a high priority on adopting and achieving the 

following plan outcomes: 

• Identification, structure planning of a city centre associated with WSA and the aerotropolis and 

well networked across the district and connected to the Central and Eastern Cities 

• Rail links serving WSA and a Western City Centre connecting both north-south (orbital links 

Rouse Hill – Macarthur) and east-west (connecting SWRL (via Leppington) and also 

Parramatta – Sydney), and to be built at the right time to support the uses. 

• A north-south rail link through WSA and its centre would enable the district to better link its 

labour market to the aerotropolis and offer connections for residents to emerging health and 

education hubs in the Penrith area and Macarthur. It would have the effect of better linking 

residents of Western Sydney with the global economy and would generate the value needed 

to encourage mixed use growth in strategic centres. 

• Ensuring a higher share of infrastructure investment generally (ie water, health, education) 

flows to the Western City to both enable growth and achieve the amenity expected 

• Growth of key employment and economic hubs including health, education (university) 

precincts 

• Success and amenity of growth in existing cities of Liverpool, Penrith, Campbelltown-

Macarthur 

• Improved landscape, recreation and environmental outcomes – see above Green Grid 

• Incorporating these elements within the city deal for Western Sydney 

The growth of Parramatta and the success of the Central ‘River’ City also underpins the GSRP and its 

ability to accommodate the significant shares of growth targeted in this area (29% 207,500 dwgs). 

Parramatta is now maturing as a city centre – but it is not well linked to growth in its catchment and the 

other cities. There is a compelling case for stronger mass transit links to Parramatta’s catchments to 

the north (Hills and Macquarie Park) and south (Bankstown and South District) as well as rapid high 

capacity links to east Sydney CBD and west to WSA. Parramatta’s growth as a city is also linked to 

the success of its surrounding suburbs and centres including Westmead and the Greater Parramatta 

and Olympic Peninsula Precincts. 

 

PIA supports an equitable polycentric city with networked centres – improving accessibility for a ‘30-
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minute city’. This requires better connections among centres – especially orbital transit links across 
the arms of Sydney’s major corridors, as well as high capacity rapid transit links between the three 
cities. 

4.1. Recommendation: A review cycle for the GSRP and DPs should respond to housing 

supply and economic development metrics – to review the balance of housing targets 

across Sydney’s Districts. (GSRP p55 Objective 10, a new Action 4) 

4.2. Recommendation: The above highlighted mass transit connections should be shown on 

the GSRP and Future Transport 2056 as ‘priority links’ and developed and assessed 

together for their combined land use, transport and wider benefits. There is the potential 

for project development work to be brought forward as set out in PIA’s submission to 

TfNSW. (GSRP p31 Objective 2, as an Action under Strategy 2.1 & 2.2) 

4.3. Recommendation: Set out the corridor reservations and structure planning necessary to 

deliver north-south and east-west rail connections to service the WSA, an extended 

Western Economic Corridor and key centres. (GSRP p80 Objectives 15 & 20, as an Action 

under Strategy 15.1, especially 20.1 & also 22.1) 

4.4. Recommendation: Bring forward commitment to project development (including corridor 

investigation and reservation) for key mass transit links networking Parramatta with its 

catchment – specifically rail corridors linking Parramatta with Macquarie Park / Epping, the 

Hills and Bankstown / Kogarah. (GSRP p80 Objective 15 & 19, as an Action under Strategy 

19.1, 19.2 & also 22.1) 

 

5. Housing supply targets - more effective forecasting, monitoring and response 
 

A lesson from the Sydney experience is that the stock of zoned and serviced land should be sufficient 

to provide for an appropriate level of competition and contestability, and absorb surges in demand. For 

the housing targets in the District Plans to be taken up by Local Government and taken seriously by 

infrastructure agencies, then the government needs capability to monitor the targets and resolve the 

potential carrying capacity in relation to infrastructure and amenity.  

 

The PIA member survey indicated overwhelming support for an ‘interagency Metropolitan 

Development Program (MDP) analysis of the housing supply pipeline.’ 

 

A version of the MDP is being strengthened within DPE. However, it is not clear whether the 

government has sufficient capability to monitor targets and a decision-making process to select land 

release and identify renewal areas in a way useful to resolve 10-year targets with councils and to 

analyze alternative very long-term growth scenarios. The MDP can also provide a transparent manner 

about the supply, and be monitored and informed by councils and the development industry.  

 

Therefore, PIA recommends that the monitoring program should be resourced with clear leadership 

responsibilities for DPE, GSC and with State agencies committed to support by policy inputs, 

resolution of issues and budgeting and prioritisation for integrated services and infrastructure delivery.  

 

At a minimum, the program should quantify (on a rolling basis) the remaining greenfield land supply 

(area/yrs supply by category) within the Metropolitan Urban Area – in contrast to demand. For renewal 

areas it should re-establish a process of identifying renewal opportunities both using the Urban 

Feasibility Model and in consultation with councils, property industry and infrastructure agencies. The 

program should respond to infrastructure blockages and opportunities to update supply targets. 

5.1. Recommendation: GSC and DPE set out the data and processes necessary to monitor and 

respond to patterns in housing supply to achieve the District Plans (and District and local 

housing supply targets) – and identify the trigger points for actions needed to implement 

and review the District Plan. A resourcing commitment would be needed. (GSRP p55 

Objective 10, a new Strategy 10.1 focusing on developing target monitoring and response 

capability) 

 

6. Maintain the integrity of the Metropolitan Rural Area (MRA) 
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The delineation of a Metropolitan Rural Area (where urban development is not appropriate) is strongly 

supported by our members. It should only be revised by a review of the GSRP. However, there is a 

concern that the wording of the Plan encourages rural residential development throughout the MRA 

under a ‘place based planning’ approach. Rural residential development should occur only where 

consistent with the rural values of the MRA and be planned for in the specific places set out in the DP. 

Entertaining an ad hoc ‘place based planning’ approach for rural development outside identified areas 

will encourage planning proposals and be a distraction to achieving the outcomes of the DPs. 

 

6.1. Recommendation: The District Plans should identify those areas where rural residential 

development is not to be considered and those where rural residential development is 

appropriate - subject to achieving MRA values. Planning proposals to amend the use that 

do not align with the objectives of the MRA should not be considered. (GSRP p139 

Objective 29, revise Strategy 29.1) 

 

7. Support and extend affordable housing targets and promote housing diversity 

Affordable housing is essential community infrastructure and requires active support of Government. 
The planning system has a modest role in ensuring strategic planning and assessment processes 
provide clear pathways for affordable housing. Affordable housing targets and planning measures 
(including inclusionary zoning) are supported where the need is identified through district plans and 
local housing strategy. 
 
PIA supports applying affordable housing targets on all development projects at a 5-10% target of all 
new residential floorspace as affordable housing – or its equivalent value – the target should respond 
to local assessment of need but be achieved overall (it should be higher of Government land). The 
affordable housing created should be available for moderate to very-low income earners in perpetuity - 
and managed by community housing providers. Provision of public / social housing for those in 
extreme need is an additional requirement for Government – our provision of this housing type is 
already tracking well below need and should also be integrated in District scale planning. 
 

PIA has advocated for a 10-20% (of all housing floorspace) target for affordable housing provision, but 
appreciates the opportunity to progress upwards from the GSC initial target of a minimum 5-10% (on 
uplift space only – see GSRP p57 last line). It is also recommended that the interpretation of the target 
definition be tightened, its application should be across all of Metropolitan Sydney.   
 
Information Sheet 4 highlights that “Greater Sydney requires at least 4,000 to 8,000 additional 
affordable dwellings per annum to meet the needs of low and very low income households”. This 
represents between 10% and 20% of the required 40,000 dwellings outlined in ‘A Plan for Greater 
Sydney’. As a result, on-going monitoring will be required to determine how the targets will need to be 
reviewed to address substantial and growing demand for affordable housing across Sydney.  
 
The District Plans reference to viability in calculating affordable housing provision leaves substantial 
room for exceptions to be granted in circumstances where the introduction of the target could be 
managed to reduce impacts on viability. The viability clause should be clarified to avoid gaming where 
a target is justified if introduced in sympathetically (eg staged introduction). If affordable housing 
targets are prepared with sufficient market evidence and stakeholder agreement and are clearly 
published in advance of speculation then there is the best opportunity for the target to be applied to 
meet the local needs identified in Local Housing Strategies. 
 
The District Plans should promote and enable innovation in the way Councils plan for improving 
housing diversity and broadening choice -  and also justify adaptable housing targets with evidence in 
Local Housing Strategies (see Landcom Housing Policy). PIA supports the District Plan measures 
promoting more compact housing and opportunities for shared use of facilities and alternatives to 
onsite parking. 
 
7.1. Recommendation: Adoption of 5-10% affordable housing targets in final District Plans - 

but with monitoring and review provisions to increase the targets to 10-20% (on all new 

housing across Sydney) in the next review subject to Local Housing Strategies. (GSRP p60 

Objective 11, expand on Strategy 11.1) 

7.2. Recommendation: Prepare guidelines on the assessment of viability and transition 

towards the introduction of affordable housing targets – to prevent gaming. (GSRP p60 

Objective 11, A new Action under Strategy 11.1) 
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7.3. Recommendation: Housing diversity and adaptable housing targets and metrics to be 

adopted subject to Local Housing Strategies. (GSRP p60 Objective 11, expand on Strategy 

11.1 – also relates to Objective 10, Action 2) 

7.4. Recommendation: Affordable housing measures and targets to be included in ‘Growth 

Infrastructure Compacts’ and renewal area planning. (GSRP p60 Objective 11, expand on 

Strategy 11.2) 

7.5. Recommendation: Enable councils to embed inclusionary zoning measures in their 

planning schemes to deliver a component of affordable housing – by allowing Councils 

that have a justification via a Local Housing Strategy (or in the District Plan) to opt in to a 

‘Model Code’ for the application of inclusionary zoning measures, density bonuses and 

compensatory measures for affordable housing, including consolidating relevant SEPP70 

and ARHSEPP provisions and guidance for the use of VPAs. (GSRP p60 Objective 11, an 

action under Strategy 11.1) 

 

8. Holistic infrastructure funding regime 

PIA will continue to advocate for an integrated infrastructure planning and funding regime that 
addresses growth needs, captures value in a fair and predictable manner and achieves quality places 
to live and work. Metropolitan and district strategic plans cannot be successful without a 
comprehensive funding system – which balances contributions between those who benefit and the 
broader taxpayer in a predictable manner. PIA supports the emerging policy for the use and 
calculation of Special Infrastructure Contributions (SIC) but are concerned that they are not yet part 
of a fully integrated state and local infrastructure funding regime. 

The final District Plans should set out comprehensive infrastructure funding and delivery plans for 
identified growth or renewal areas. The Plans should be underpinned by a funding mix, with the 
respective shares to be provided by contributions, value sharing/betterment, special rates, grants, 
other taxes and charges. A comprehensive approach would see State and local infrastructure 
contributions and infrastructure schedules in the one plan for a growth area. PIA would not exclude 
the opportunity for a broad based regional property levy. 

8.1. Recommendation: The GSC should oversee a State-Council collaboration to achieve a 

balance between State Infrastructure Contributions / Affordable Housing Contributions / 

s94 Local Infrastructure Contributions – together with broader funding sources. (GSRP 

p31 Objective 2, insert a new Strategy 2.3) 

 

9. Include stronger Sydney Harbour place outcomes 

It appears that a spatial planning framework for Sydney Harbour has fallen down the gaps between 
the GSRP, East and North District Plans. A spatial vision for the Harbour is no longer clear.  It is also 
noted that the SREP for the Sydney Harbour catchment is proposed to be rolled into the proposed 
Environment SEPP. This generic approach is unlikely to respond to the significance of the Harbour as 
a place that continues to define much of the region. 
 
9.1. Recommendation: A vision for the Harbour be included in the GSRP and specific place 

outcomes reflecting the SREP be incorporated in the East and North District Plans. (GSRP 

p128 - requires its own new Objective within Section 6 Sustainability, A city in its Landscape – 

and with more specific references in the relevant District Plans) 

 

10. Plan for housing growth around (small and large) accessible centres - and 

make provision for industrial, urban services and commercial growth in the 

right place 

The GSRP and District Plans are not clear on policy favouring housing, mixed use and retail 
intensification in and around existing accessible local centres. This is needed to counter the perception 
that growth is to be focused mostly in new centres (often in former industrial areas) or expansion of 
housing into strategic commercial cores. 
 
PIA strongly supports the GSC in a precautionary approach towards the residential conversion of 
commercial core and industrial (now employment and urban services) land. This should promote 
urban services uses and different enterprise and job opportunities into the future.  Where possible a 
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spatial planning approach is preferred (as proposed in restricting industrial rezonings in eastern 
Sydney). However, the use of prudent ‘community benefit’ criteria can also provide guidance. 
 
The potential review of ‘bulky goods’ definition following the report of the Independent Retail Advisory 
Expert Advisory Committee has the potential to open up industrial areas for other retail – even 
supermarkets and impact on the direction of spatial planning policy for industrial lands included in the 
District Plans. 

 

10.1. Recommendation: Housing (and incompatible retail uses – other than 

neighbourhood scale shops and services for workers eg. childcare) should not be 

permissible in strategic industrial lands identified in District Plans. (GSRP p112 Objective 

23.1, list and explain the principles referred to in Strategy 23.1 - and nominate where planning 

proposals would not be considered for conversion of industrial lands in the relevant DPs) 

10.2. Recommendation: Differentiate the policy of enabling innovations in retail (strategy 

22.3) - from a planning controls that have the potential to reduce the utility of industrial 

lands to meet Objective 23 (strategy 23.1). (GSRP p108 Objective 22 should include a 

qualifying Strategy 22.4 clarifying that retail (other than neighbourhood shops / services for 

industrial area) should be focused in accessible mixed use centres or planned regional clusters of 

specialized retail). 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
APPENDIX A (OVERLEAF) – RESULTS OF PIA MEMBER SURVEY 
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Q2 In the context of the Greater Sydney housing target (725,000
dwellings), is the share for each District to 2036 appropriate?
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Q4 What initiatives are most important to strengthen the Western City?
(Rank 1-9 greatest to least)
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priority shift to
Western City

Networked
transport links
within and across
Western City /
WSA

Improved
transport links
between WSA /
Western City and
Central / Eastern
City
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Q5 What is most important to improve the prospects of Central City (incl
Parramatta) to grow sustainably? (rank 1-6 most to least)

Answered: 28 Skipped: 2
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8
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14.81%
4

3.70%
1
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29.63%
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2.78

Improved mass
transit...

Better mass
transit...

Improved
spaces, livi...

Economic
development ...

Housing
intensificat...

Major
infrastructu...

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

 1 2 3 4 5 6 TOTAL SCORE

Improved mass transit connectivity across
Parramatta’s catchment

Better mass transit connections with Sydney CBD
(East City)

Improved spaces, living and working conditions in
Parramatta and strategic centres

Economic development / employment initiatives in
Parramatta and strategic centres

Housing intensification in Parramatta and strategic
centres

Major infrastructure investment priority shift to
Central City
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23.08% 6

23.08% 6

53.85% 14

Q6 How important do you see funding and delivering the 'Green Grid'
open space connections?

Answered: 26 Skipped: 4

TOTAL 26

A lower order
priority abl...

A key priority
to be balanc...

A compelling
priority...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

A lower order priority able to be addressed via existing funding opportunities

A key priority to be balanced within the resources of local and state Government

A compelling priority requiring a dedicated and substantial new funding stream
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7.41% 2

62.96% 17

29.63% 8

Q7 Should councils set their own housing supply, affordable housing and
housing diversity targets?

Answered: 27 Skipped: 3

TOTAL 27

Yes -
independent ...

Yes – based on
Local Housin...

No – in the
absence of a...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes - independent of State Government

Yes – based on Local Housing Strategy (LHS) responding to District Plan targets

No – in the absence of an LHS or where inconsistent with a Plan
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20.69% 6

17.24% 5

55.17% 16

6.90% 2

Q8 How should government performance be measured and managed in
delivering housing supply and diversity?

Answered: 29 Skipped: 1

TOTAL 29

Council
reporting...

District
housing...

Interagency
'metropolita...

Other (please
specify)

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Council reporting against Local Housing Strategy metrics

District housing approvals and completions monitor by GSC/DPE

Interagency 'metropolitan development program' analysis of housing ‘pipeline’

Other (please specify)
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Q9 Should there be planning restrictions in relation in centres and
employment lands?

Answered: 30 Skipped: 0

68.97%
20

27.59%
8

3.45%
1

 
29

58.62%
17

31.03%
9

10.34%
3
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76.67%
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13.33%
4

10.00%
3
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Yes No See Comment

To limit
retail in...

To prevent
conversion o...

To protect a
commercial c...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 YES NO SEE COMMENT TOTAL

To limit retail in industrial lands

To prevent conversion of industrial lands to residential

To protect a commercial core in strategic centres
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Q10 The Metropolitan Rural Area (MRA) represents a de facto growth
boundary within which rural uses take priority – do you agree that?

Answered: 29 Skipped: 1

34.62%
9

53.85%
14

11.54%
3

 
26

75.86%
22

13.79%
4

10.34%
3

 
29

23.08%
6

65.38%
17

11.54%
3

 
26

Yes No See Comment

Rural
Residential...

That the MRA
can only be...

That
reductions i...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 YES NO SEE COMMENT TOTAL

Rural Residential subdivision can occur subject to ‘place based planning’

That the MRA can only be changed by reviewing the District or Regional Plan

That reductions in the MRA since the previous draft plan are justified
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Q11 The delivery of the Greater Sydney Regional Plan and District Plans
will be influenced by infrastructure funding priorities and measures – Do

you agree that?
Answered: 29 Skipped: 1

72.00%
18

20.00%
5

8.00%
2
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27

0.00%
0

3.57%
1

 
28

100.00%
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0.00%
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0.00%
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Yes No See Comment

The GSC in
partnership...

A holistic
infrastructu...

Improved
governance...

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

 YES NO SEE
COMMENT

TOTAL

The GSC in partnership with State Agencies / Councils will have an impact on the allocation
of development contributions and other funds to achieve the Plans

A holistic infrastructure funding regime should be tailored to achieve the Plans

Improved governance arrangements are needed to improve accountability to fund and
deliver Plan outcomes
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21.43% 6

78.57% 22

Q12 Do the District Plans set sufficiently specific outcomes for places /
centres?

Answered: 28 Skipped: 2

TOTAL 28

Yes

No

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 100%

ANSWER CHOICES RESPONSES

Yes

No
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Q13 What are the critical issues (one or two) that require further attention
for the West District Plan?

Answered: 23 Skipped: 7
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Q14 What are the critical issues (one or two) that require further attention
for the Central District Plan?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 9
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Q15 What are the critical issues (one or two) that require further attention
for the East District Plan?

Answered: 20 Skipped: 10
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Q16 What are the critical issues (one or two) that require further attention
for the North District Plan?

Answered: 21 Skipped: 9
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Q17 What are the critical issues (one or two) that require further attention
for the South District Plan?

Answered: 19 Skipped: 11
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Q18 Do you have any further comments on the Draft District Plans?
Answered: 14 Skipped: 16
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Q19 Do you have any further comments on the Draft Greater Sydney
Regional Plan?
Answered: 17 Skipped: 13
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As young professionals of the built environment, it’s our responsibility 
to re-imagine the scope and reach of our industry. 

Responsible for the delivery of this vision and the future design and planning 
of NSW; it’s vital the Greater Sydney Commission engages with young 

professionals to ensure every stakeholder is consulted and future ac  ons are 
executed collec  vely. 

WHO ARE WE? 
PIA’s NSW Young Planners 
Commi  ee represents the 

diversity of young and emerging 
planners across NSW.

HOW CAN WE HELP? 
As these plans progress; our skill-

sets and approaches will evolve 
and adapt to the changing needs 

of the city.

WHY DO WE CARE? 
The Dra   Regional and District 
Plans will help us to shape the 

future of the Greater Sydney 
Metropolis. 

WHATS OUR WORTH?
The execu  on of these plans is 

in our professional interest. Their 
delivery is paramount to the 

quality of life and professional 
ambi  on of our genera  on.

Greater Sydney should retain and a  ract young 
residents –  Engage the needs of the youth, retain 
through aff ordable housing and nurture the growth of 
emerging industries and employment precincts.

Importance of sustainability  – NSW Young Planners 
believe greater emphasis on the sustainability within the 
plans is required. There is an opportunity to strengthen 
the direc  on of sustainability ini  a  ves within the 
regional plans with specifi c delivery mechanisms detailed 
in the district plans.

NSW Young Planners support  the GSC’s vision  – For a 
metropolis of three ci  es that will balance growth and 
delivery benefi ts to residents of Greater Sydney through 
a coordinated approach to land use and infrastructure 
planning.

Accountability – NSW Young Planners are excited by the 
poten  al ‘tool kits’ and funding to support the vision 
and direc  ons of theses Regional and District Plans. 
Implementa  on and monitoring all ac  ons should be 
con  nuous and transparent.

Lots of work to be done – We hope to see much 
coopera  on between government and the Greater Sydney 
Commission to support the key authori  es during the 
prepara  on and implementa  on of aff ordable housing 
strategies, district plans and local visioning statements etc.

Evidence based approach – NSW Young Planners 
support the delivery of visions and ac  ons backed by 
quan  fi able targets to ensure accountability.

NSW Young Planners Commi  ee Submission: 
FOR THE DRAFT GREATER SYDNEY REGION PLAN SUBMISSION

nswyoungplanners@planning.org.auContact us:

NSW Young Planners strongly support PIA’s submission on behalf of its members. In addi  on, 
the NSW Young Planners Commi  ee ask to be included in the technical working and delivery 

groups moving forwards to be involved in the delivery of the plans.

olis of three ci  es AA olA metropol – conconoonnec  ng peoplepeopleonnec  ng ppn



 

Planning Institute of Australia 

Leading effective planning for people and places 

NSW OFFICE  L21, 233 Castlereagh Sydney NSW 2000|  ABN: 34 151 601 937   

Phone: 02 9045 3014   |  Email: info@planning.org.au  |   @pia_planning      Planning Institute of Australia   planning.org.au 

3 December 2017 

 

Mr Tim Raimond 

Executive Director Future Transport 

Transport for NSW 

18 Lee Street 

CHIPPENDALE NSW 2008 

FutureTransport@transport.nsw.gov.au 

 

Dear Tim, 

PIA Submission on Future Transport 2056 and Services and Infrastructure Plans 

for Greater Sydney and Regional NSW 

The Planning Institute of Australia (PIA) appreciates the opportunity to offer input 

towards the finalisation of Future Transport 2056 and supporting plans. 

PIA strongly supports the spatial vision and outcomes sought in Future Transport and 

appreciates the attention paid to the role of transport in creating great places – ‘the 

movement and place framework’. In general, the future networks reinforce the land use 

and transport vision in relation to the three-city structure of Sydney and the roles of 

centres and gateways across NSW. 

Please contact myself or our Principal Policy Officer John Brockhoff 

 or Colin Henson the Convenor of PIA 

Transport Network (via John) on any aspect of our submission attached overleaf.  

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

Jenny Rudolph 

President, PIA NSW 

 

cc. Andrew Constance MP, Minister for Transport  

  

mailto:FutureTransport@transport.nsw.gov.au
mailto:engagement@gsc.nsw.gov.au
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PIA SUBMISSION: FUTURE TRANSPORT 2056 

 

Summary 

PIA strongly supports the integrated planning of our cities and regions and appreciates 

the GSC and TfNSW in undertaking their future strategy planning together and publishing 

their draft reports for consultation at the same time.  This submission prepared via our 

Transport Network - addresses both Future Transport 2056 and the Greater Sydney and 

Regional NSW Draft Service and Infrastructure Plans. 

The key points PIA is highlighting are: 

• The elevated attention to integrated transport and land use planning for 

place – and walkability is applauded for health and living outcomes as 

well as transport benefits (‘Movement and Place Framework’). However 

further design of the place integrated with transport needs to occur to 

support the objective of customers.  

 

• The need for a metropolitan approach to policy for the provision of car 

parking – a demand management approach is now required that responds 

to local accessibility. 

 

• Support for transport planning and investment consistent with the three-

city structure for Sydney outlined in the Greater Sydney Region Plan. This 

includes priority investment in improving the accessibility of Western 

Parkland City and Central River City (Parramatta) based on the proposed 

hierarchy of corridors. The building of the rail simultaneous to Badgerys 

airport will be critical.  

 

• Importance of early delivery of substantially faster inter-city rail 

connections (competitive with car) between Sydney and Newcastle-

Central Coast / Wollongong-Illawarra / Canberra-Southern Highlands / 

Bathurst-Orange. This is notwithstanding very long term high speed rail 

aspirations. 

 

• Corridor reservation - enabling prioritisation of early investment for more 

cost-effective corridor planning and delivery of long term transport 

infrastructure. 

 

• Multi-modal project option appraisal to achieve an adopted strategic 

planning outcome – rather than progressing a limited project scope (eg 

road v rail v non-build options).  

 

• Targeted adoption of transport pricing across all modes (especially road) 

to address congestion and improve the efficiency and fairness of use our 

transport assets - moving towards both a user and wider beneficiaries 

pays funding regime. 

 

• Regional Transport District Plans linked to District Land Use plans and 

priorities will be critical. 
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Regional Connections 

The Planning Institute of Australia (PIA) has called called for governments to play a more 

active and engaged role in the future development of Australian cities and adopt a 

strategic lens in how they impact the growth and change of urban and regional Australia. 

Part of the solution to improved regional outcomes lies in better linkages between the 

economic powerhouses in the Sydney basin and surrounds, to better network a region of 

metropolitan cities connected by transport corridors and shared infrastructure.   

Structural changes to the economy mean that improving the links between Sydney and 

the surrounding regions is the best way to improve the economic prospects for these 

cities in the short-term. Decentralisation might have worked back when our economy 

was more primary and secondary industry focussed, but struggles to work in a tertiary 

and quaternary focussed economy which is based on agglomeration economies (i.e. 

you’re not going to get large quarternary sectors in the regional centres as there is no 

market for them and these centres don’t have access to deep and high skilled labour 

markets). As a result, fast, frequent and reliable rail connections are needed especially 

along the spine linking Sydney: Newcastle / Central Coast and Illawarra / Southern 

Highlands / Canberra and also Bathurst/ Orange.  

The Transport Plan does address the various roles and freight and passenger transport 

needs of NSW cities and centres including the gateway roles of Newcastle and Canberra. 

However, the plans are not sufficiently ambitious in proposing the important work needed 

to do the long-term planning for corridor protection and the improvements needed to 

speed up passenger rail services significantly (or early enough) in the corridors 

highlighted above. The potential improvements set out to provide a 40 minute travel 

time saving on rail Sydney – Broadmeadow are considered an urgent priority in advance 

of any high speed rail planning (see Customer Outcome 10). Likewise, improvements in 

the Wollongong rail corridor and connections to Western City should be emphasised. 

Global Gateway City Newcastle 

In addition to regional linkages, progress should be made more rapidly towards a 

comprehensive long-term mass transit plan for Newcastle and the lower Hunter. This 

should focus on a commitment to extension of the light rail (beyond Hunter Street) and a 

range of opportunities to connect and strengthen the capacity of major centres to 

accommodate growth. 

Three City Structure and Orbital Transit Networks in Greater Sydney 

Future Transport 2056 shares a land use and transport vision for Greater Sydney as an 

interconnected metropolis of three cities: West / Central / East. The outcome statement 

of planning for a 30 Minute travel to the nearest city and strategic centre is strongly 

supported but will require a major shift in planning and investment priorities in favour of 

links serving the catchments of West and Central (Parramatta) cities.  

The hierarchy of corridors is supported – with the following comments – especially in 

support of a network of orbital as well as radial mass transit connections: 

• Trunk City – City: higher quality, more regular and rapid mass transit (rail / 

metro) services are vital between Sydney CBD and Parramatta now. These will 

need be extended to Western City and WSA by the time the airport operates. 
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• Trunk Centre – Centre: a stronger network of transit links both radially around 

Central River city (Parramatta) and north-south through Western Parkland City 

(WSA) is appropriate to achieve the 30minute accessibility outcomes. Transit links 

that should be considered sooner and more closely as additional Centre – Centre 

corridors in Figure 18 / 19 are: 

o Parramatta – Epping / Macquarie Park; and 

o Chatswood – Brookvale / Dee Why 

Each of the strategic corridors indicated in Figure 18 / 19 are supported 

including: 

o Parramatta – Bankstown – Kogarah / Hurstville 

o WSA – Leppington / Liverpool  

o WSA – Campbelltown / Macarthur 

o WSA – St Marys / Rouse Hill 

o Sydney – Anzac Parade Corridor 

o Bankstown – Liverpool 

 

• CBD Mass Transit: serving the inner catchments of Central and Eastern cities to 

improve the transport choice, car dependence and enhance living and working 

conditions of these inner suburbs 

 

• Local Corridors: in response to growth needs and expectations for accessibility 

The mass transit / train network initiatives for investigation for 2036 are supported – for 

delivery rather than investigation, whereas the visionary initiatives for 2056 are 

supported for close investigation. 

Movement and Place Framework 

PIA strongly supports the Movement and Place Framework underpinning the logic of 

Future Transport 2056. PIA has consistently advocated this approach under different 

names – recognising that improving the liveability of places through integrated land use 

and transport planning is essential for the plan to deliver wider benefits. The transport 

network exists to support the growth and function of attractive and healthy places and 

communities. 

The place based approach as outlined in the Sydney Regional Plan, and the Government 

Architects better placed needs to be linked and be part of the creating the place 

framework associated with stations. The place is about customer satisfaction and use, 

and thus increasing patronage at stations.  

Walkability 

The PIA strongly supports walkability as a component of Greater Sydney Regional Plan 

and Future Transport 2056. The focus on health outcomes is welcomed.  The latest 

London transport planning is focussed on better health outcomes, including congestion 

charges to deter older higher emissions vehicles from the central city.  There is also an 

acknowledgement that reasonable walking can exceed 800m if the walk is in a pleasant 

and interesting environment. Longer walks should be encouraged and there is evidence 

of premium placed on improved walking conditions. Technological change, including 

personal mobility devices will greatly increase the area able to be reached by 

‘pedestrians’ without a car. 
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This observation is particularly relevant for Sydney, where international observers have 

noted that the challenge and opportunity is to work out how to deliver more walkable 

urbanism in drivable suburban areas and to identify the barriers to walkability. One 

example of this is to start thinking differently about car parking. Zero parking 

developments may be possible closer to transport hubs, or car parks can be built in such 

a way that they can be converted into something else in the future. 

Car Parking 

The nature of car parking is a major determinant of city form, transport choice and 

affordability, and sustainability.  The lack of a definitive ‘Metropolitan Parking Strategy’ 

has led to a devolution of guidance to RMS guidelines and Council parking codes, most of 

which offer high rates of car parking to attract development from other areas.  This is 

despite the importance of parking at the origin and destination of each vehicle trip.  

Parking limitation and pricing are fundamental tools for influencing the choice of 

appropriate modes of transport including car share, and are major influences on 

affordability, open space and urban form. It is also important to note that the sharing 

economy may reduce the need for flexible car parking in new development and on-street 

– while also improving the ‘last mile’ problems with trunk public transport use. 

Transport Pricing 

Transport pricing and new technology are the emerging levers of moderating transport 

demand and improving urban structure.   Congestion charging is a long-term 

management tool for urban congestion – building more roads and motorways is only a 

temporary relief that stimulates further suppressed demand. Transport pricing has a 

potential role as a means of shaping transport demand and capacity.  Transport pricing is 

not sufficiently discussed as a tool for managing transport demand, congestion, and 

affordability in a future of potentially declining incomes from fuel excise.  There is an 

opportunity for further work to prepare for the introduction of some form of electronic 

road pricing in particular. 

Impact of Existing Major Project Commitments in Sydney 

Major works committed (WestConnex, F6 motorway, Metro rail) have preceded the long-

term transport masterplan. There is a need for a modally -agnostic process in which 

modal options are compared strategically, such as road versus rail upgrades in the 

Sydney-Wollongong corridor. This would include multi-modal project appraisal (ie cost-

benefit analysis and business case development). 

The outer orbital motorway corridor between Macarthur and central coast is supported 

for investigation along with key freight routes, however urban motorways in general are 

unlikely to be adequate solutions to managing Sydney’s growth. These projects are 

recognised as city shapers, with key consideration to integrating the land use with these 

major projects. At present the draft Regional Plan and Transport Plan seem to show it as 

an investigation with insufficient consideration of the impact on the structure of the 

region. 

Corridor Protection 

The Plan raises the need for corridor protection and reserving future transport corridors, 

even if projects are not constructed in the near term. This should include consideration of 
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a metro rail corridor between Parramatta and Macquarie Park, a Sydney Olympic Park Y 

link rail to Rhodes and Lidcombe, Outer Sydney Orbital, and Fast Train corridors (Refer 

highlighted mass transit links in ‘Three City Structure and Orbital Transit Networks in 

Greater Sydney’ on page 4 above). 

Future Transport 2056 should clearly identify land reservations required for the future, 

and the preferred means of preserving that land through purchase, re-zoning, covenants 

or restrictions on title or other planning instruments. The cost of establishing these 

reservations is much less if done soon, and can always be released if not required by 

future generations. 

Also indicating them on plans manages land and value expectations and creates certainty 

for growth or environmental outcomes adjacent to them.  

Further work is needed to set out the project development mechanisms necessary to 

provisionally secure and fund corridor reservation in advance of full business case 

preparation. It is likely that the level of rigour required to invest (and protect property 

owner rights) stymies early corridor identification and acquisition. 

Strategic Freight Network 

The initiatives for investigation for 2036 are supported for actual delivery – including the 

Western Sydney Freight Line – which requires immediate planning and resources for 

corridor protection. The 2056 initiatives are supported for investigation - with the proviso 

that freight planning rather than urban car travel be the dominant criterion in planning 

motorway extensions. 

Future Transport 2056 characterises the regional freight task more clearly than previous 

strategies – setting out the importance of freight movements within region, north-south 

and east-west – as well as identifying movement corridors of State and National 

significance. The Plan highlights supporting service and infrastructure initiatives ‘for 

investigation’ in relation to six regions based on the needs of their major industry 

sectors. PIA urge TfNSW to include explicit commitments on those freight initiatives 

worthy of prioritisation – rather than investigation. 

Funding and Governance  

The NSW Government is urged to strengthen the infrastructure integration role of the 

Infrastructure Delivery Committee of GSC in partnership with TfNSW. This role should 

lead to the achievement of place outcomes having a greater impact on infrastructure 

prioritisation. 

PIA aspires to an infrastructure funding and delivery system based on the principles of 

strategic planning, fair cost, nexus and the fair sharing of cost between users. Forming 

a comprehensive district or precinct infrastructure plan setting out what infrastructure is 

needed is key step. This enables consideration of what infrastructure is a priority and 

why and who should pay. It offers the context for how much developers, users and 

other transport beneficiaries should contribute within a mix of funding sources and 

mechanisms. 

An infrastructure funding regime for transport must balance contributions between 

those who directly benefit from infrastructure and broader taxpayers. Users and other 
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beneficiaries will need to take a greater share of the funding burden, releasing taxpayer 

dollars to meet the wider needs of a growing and ageing population. In this search for 

infrastructure dollars, charges on development especially where additional value is 

created (and captured) is key part of a broader ‘beneficiary pays’ framework. 

There should be comprehensive infrastructure funding and delivery plans for identified 

growth or renewal areas. The plan should be underpinned by a funding mix, with the 

respective roles /shares to be provided by contributions, value sharing/betterment, 

special rates, grants, other taxes and charges. A comprehensive approach would see 

State and local infrastructure contributions and infrastructure schedules in the one plan 

for a growth area. PIA would not exclude the opportunity for a broad based regional 

property levy with a component dedicated towards future transport. 

Technology and Autonomous Vehicles 

Future Transport 2056 identifies and discusses possible effects of technological change. 

Planning and other regulation should be a ‘loose overcoat’ not be a ‘tightly tailored suit’ 

- in order to fit as yet unknown transformations in mobility and hence land use and 

social behaviours.  

The challenge will be to steer market forces in a way that ensures that connected and 

automated vehicles avoid the worst excesses of previous technological change such as 

urban sprawl and social isolation of the automobile age – and severance of communities 

by railways. This will be a rolling planning function because the direction, rate and 

uptake of change by the community is not well known. However, we do know that 

among the mobility benefits there is a risk of congestion and inefficient and inequitable 

use of road and other transport assets – as well as impacts on the nature of public 

transport services.  

The proposals for Government to support trials are endorsed. PIA supports careful 

monitoring of emerging technology and trends to identify where good planning can lock 

in benefits and minimise harmful effects. Examples include efficient electric road freight, 

narrowing of road and carriageway and lane reservations with guided vehicles travelling 

in platoons and reallocation of public open space around transport nodes and in streets. 

Linking transport plans with land use plans 

The Transport Strategy announced and released in association ith Infrastructure and 

Land use is significant for the state. There is however a need to: 

• Ensure there are sufficient government levers or legislative connections between 

the three Plans, so that they stay linked and aligned to get the strategic outcome 

for the region 

• Develop District Transport Plans, the same as the Sydney District Plans compiled 

by the GSC, in order that further detail can be planned for in the future within 

each District.  

Its time that at a district level, rail, road, cycle are considered and linked on a broader 

scale and not just local government areas in isolation. This can create, for example, a 

cycle transport network that is integrated with the green and blue grids.  
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Conclusion 

As a long-term strategy, the document is to be strongly supported for its addressing of 

the complex interactions of the key strategic objectives: sustainability, growth, economic 

viability (both capital and operating), emerging disruptive technology in Smart Cities, 

and community. 

-ends- 
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